
TOWN OF CARRBORO 

"Dear Potential Business Operator: 

Please be advised that it may be necessary to meet with several members of Town staff as well as 
ouWde agencies to identify and fully understand all rules, regulations, and policies applicable to your 
business. Please refer to the 'Checl<listfor Opening.a Business in Carrboro." 

TO THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE TOWN OF CARRBORO: 

DUE TO PROPOSED LAND DISTURBING ACTIVITY TO TAKE PLACE ON PROPERTY LOCATED AT: 

5o I Sovrlf C,REf.tJ<;RQf O ST 

AND TAX MAP REFERENCED AS __ '\..._:f .... 3: ......... c?. ....... 9 .... s ...... o .... 3-........ '2.~6...._ ____ _,; 

' REPRESEN.IlNk Wqgt#H.k--Ue_.,. - bt-C 

SUBMIT THIS NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING FORM TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT: 

[PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX BELOW.] 

, 

A MEETING. WAS HELD WITH. THE MEMBERS OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ON 

D 

cq !SC. /29 !'Z.. • 

Residents (including Property Owners and Renters), up to 1000 feet 
of the property, were notified of the neighborhood meeting. 

A MEETING WAS NOT HELD WITH THE MEMBERS OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD. 

THIS NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING FORM IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED TO THE TOWN 

STAFF ON THIS ...,_.,_.., DAY OF S6PreM'8El2. , 20.1.3...... 

By affixing my signature, I attest to the accuracy of the submitted information. 

Signature 
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Neighborhood Information Meeting 
501 South Greensboro Street 
9/26/2012 

The meeting began with an introduction by Runyon describing our project. He 
explained some of the history of the stormwater problem that affects our site, 
potential solutions, costs, and the importance of DOT participation. He also 
explained the implications of the cost of rixing the drainage problems - the only 
way to recoup our costs is through commercial retail. Runyon described the mill
like feel of the architecture, our green initiatives, the bicycle path, and asked for 
neighborhood input. 
Residents asked many good questions about drainage and the like along the way 
as a picture of the project was formed. Residents asked about having local 
businesses leasing the spaces and had many suggestions about what they would 
like to see. Residents were concerned about traffic implications, specifically the 
connectivity to Purple Leaf Place. Residents had concerns about noise, light spill 
and the placement of dumpsters. We assured residents that we want to be good 
neighbors and will take these concerns into consideration. Residents expressed 
disappointment that we were not able to convince the county and Carrboro to 
bring the library to our site. 


